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G R E TA C O D E R

101/102

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 Introduction
The GRETACODER 101 is a two-dimensional digital speech scrambling
system with a principal set-up as shown in figure 1. As an
F-scrambling process the cyclic band-shift and inversion is used
and normal reverberation with time variable delay t serves as a
^ps\

T-scrambling process. This combination represents an optimum com
promise for many areas of application. It combines an effective,
yet relatively easily implemented F-scrambling process with an
equally simple T-process which offers true diversity.
The GRETACODER 102 is the militarized version of the GRETACODER 101

The specific scrambling effects of the F-process used and the
T-process combined with it, complement each other to produce an
optimum overall scrambling effect. The F-process employed, among
other things, provides an effective scrambling of the sound charac
teristics, i.e. of the short-time Fourier spectrum of speech. The
T-process guarantees the scrambling of the rhythm of speech, i.e.
of signal power in function of time.
Residual intelligibilty tests for different speakers show for
coherent text a negligible residual intelligibility throughout,
and for separately pronounced figures considerably lower residual
intelligibility rates than with any other one-dimensional scramb
ling process of practical applicability. The speech quality of the
unscrambled speech signal is considered yjery good.
In the scrambled signal both the frequency coordination and the
distribution with respect to time are modified. As the frequency
scrambling is performed after the time scrambling, the dynamic
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frequency scrambling would have to be reversed first in a
deciphering attempt. This is difficult to accomplish, because
in every segment portions of two time intervals of the clear
signal are present.
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1.2 Principle of operation
The block diagram in figure 2 shows the basic layout of the
GRETACODER 101. It consists of the time scrambler T, the frequency
scrambler F and the operating system with the scrambling generator
and the program control.
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram
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a)

Time Scrambler T (Fig. 3)
In a crossover filter the clear signal is split up into a lowpass
and a highpass portion. On the transmitting side the lowpass
signal is delayed in the delay-line t and added to the output of
the highpass. For descrambling on the receiving side, however,
the highpass portion is delayed, so that after summation the
original signal appears with a total delay of t
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b)

Frequency Scrambling
Figure 4 shows the principle of the process, which is used in the
GRETACODER 101. The scrambling process consists of two steps,
namely an inversion and a shift of the inverted spectrum by the
value A f-j on the frequency axis with the part of the inverted
spectrum which would extend beyond the upper band limit being cut
off and added at the lower end. The frequency shift A f. varies
between a number of discrete values, which results in different
cryptogram spectra as shown in figure 4.
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Controlled by the scrambling program, one of these cryptogram
spectra is chosen and assigned to the clear signal spectrum for
the duration of a time interval t. Therefore, for each time inter
val, the relationship between cryptogram and clear signal spectrum
changes.
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c)

Scrambling Generator
The GRETACODER 101 makes use of a sophisticated, computerized
scrambling generator. A pseudo-random-sequence is generated
depending on the three fundamental elements:
- structure
- elementary key
- auxiliary key

Elementary Key Auxiliary Key
/ i ^ \

Structure

©•
Code Generator

Scrambling Program
Fig. 5 Elements of the scrambling generator
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The structure of the generator is determined by two secret
pluggable structure modules. These modules are custom wired
and can even be modified by the user himself.
The secret elementary key, consisting of any eight octal digits,
which is typed-in on the keyboard prior to scrambled operation,
influences the initial position of the scrambling generator.
The auxiliary key, which is automatically generated at each
beginning of a transmission and regenerated every 70 seconds
during the transmission by a random generator, is mixed with
the elementary key. Thus the initial position of the scrambling
generator is changed for each start of transmission and ^synchro
nisation.
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The scrambling program determines the two independent frequency
synthesizers, which change the parameters of the F- and T-scrambling
processes.
d) Operating System
The operating system controls the incoming and outgoing signals as
well as the program sequence. It generates and receives the necessary
control signals and the auxiliary key.
The program sequence of a transmission is as follows:
After pressing the push-to-talk button, the GRETACODER 101 sends a
synchronisation sequence, which will be detected by the receiving
GRETACODER even in case of strong interference on the transmission
channel. The auxiliary key is then generated automatically by a
random generator and sent out three times. The receiving GRETACODER
makes a majority decision in order to automatically correct trans
mission errors.
In the sending and receiving GRETACODER the stored elementary key
and the received respectively generated auxiliary key are then
mixed, this mixture used to set the scrambling generators, which
simultaneously start and run thereafter on their own clock fre
quency. After this procedure the scrambling system is ready for
transmission.
Every 70 seconds, a resynchronisation is sent, consisting of a
synchronisation sequence and a new auxiliary key. Thus the
scrambling program changes every 70 seconds.
At the end of the message, when the push-to-talk button is released,
a termination sequence is sent out and both scramblers return to the
standby mode.
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APPLICATIONS

2.1

General
Basically the GRETACODERS 101/102 are designed for half duplex
(simplex) operation. A full duplex operation is possible with
2 sets on each side and a 4 wire line or a duplex radio link.
The GRETAG speech scramblers are available in two versions:
the GRETACODER 101 (Fig. 6) for desk top operation and
the militarized version GRETACODER 102 (Fig. 7) with low power
consumption, for mobile and manpack operation.

Figure 6 GRETACODER 101

Fig. 7 GRETACODER 102
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2.2 Applications in Telephone Networks
2.2.1 Half duplex operation
a) Dedicated lines (Fig. 8)
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Fig. 8 Operation over Dedicated Line

The field telephone is used for clear operation and for calling
For secure operation the line is changed over by the Phone
Adapter PA 101 to the GRETACODER 101, and the secure conver
sation is conducted via the associated handsets.
The PA 101 is available with lightning protection on request.
In this configuration the GRETACODER 101 may be operated over
manual switchboards as well.
b) Public telephone network (Fig. 9)

Dialing Network

Fig. 9 Scrambler Operation in the Public Telephone Network
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For dialing and establishing of a connection, the standard
phone sets are connected via the PA 101 to the telephone line.
Subsequently the line is switched over to the GRETACODER 101
for the scrambled conversation.
c) PBX Operation
In the previously described application (Fig. 9) each participant
has his own speech scrambler. In large networks, this amounts to
many scrambler units.
In headquarters, command centers, ministries etc., where many
subscribers which need a secure line are concentrated by a
private branch exchange, it would be of great economical interest
to use one scrambler unit for all of them. This poses, however,
some problems, as the GRETACODER 101 operates in the half-duplex
mode over 2-wire circuits and there is no press-to-talk switch
available on the standard phone sets.
It is possible, however, to control the communication in the
half-duplex mode from one side only (Fig. 10). In this configu
ration the GRETACODERS 102 on the side of the PBX are under remote
control by the out-of-house caller, who operates in the halfduplex mode. When he is not speaking, i.e. releasing the pressto-talk switch, the opposite side automatically goes into the
transmit mode and vice versa.
Extension
Telephones Operator

Fig. 10 Shared Scrambling over PBX on one side
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The operator of the PBX is first establishing the connection
to the external subscriber in the clear mode, then switches to
the scrambled mode and transfers the call to the extension phone.
The out-of-house subscribers can communicate with each other in
the normal way.
2.2.2 Full Duplex Operation
Full duplex operation is recommended over 4-wire circuits only,
either as two dialed telephone lines or as continuously scrambled
telephone channel between two stations or branch exchanges.
The scrambling of a two-wire circuit in the duplex mode depends
upon the hybrid circuit, which poses many problems by itself.
Crosstalk and other phenomena, which in normal telephone operation
and static scramblers are without consequences, are generating
severe disturbances in dynamic and secure scrambler systems like the
GRETACODERS 101/102. It might even be said that the safer a scramb
ling system, the greater the disturbances. The quality of the
descrambled signal is reduced by the noise signals caused by the
crosstalk in the hybrid circuits. Full duplex operation over
2-wire circuits can only be taken into consideration if the cross
talk attenuation from the send to the receive path is at least 35 db.
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Fig. 11 Duplex Operation in Dialing Network
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The communication (two lines) is established first, e.g. by the
secretary, and is then switched over to the user via the full
duplex scrambler. The user phone and the necessary equipment
(PA 101 special) necessary to establish the call may be installed
in different rooms. A separate signaling line between secretary
and user serves the transfer and break of a conversation.
Permanently scrambled Duplex Operation (Fig. 12)

2 x GC 101
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Fig. 12 4-Wire Telephone Line

A 4 wire dedicated line, e.g. between two exchanges, can be
permanently scrambled. On the clear side, 2 wire circuits may be
connected via a hybrid. The 4 wire circuit can be baseband tele
phone lines, frequency division multiplex via coaxial cables or
microwave links.

2.3 Operation over Radio
2.3.1 Configurations for HF/VHF/UHF Radios
The scrambler is connected to the radio in place of the micro
phone or if available to a 600 Q, input (Fig. 13). Both clear and
scrambled operation are possible.
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Fig. 13 Scrambling Radio Communication Systems
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For mobil use a remote control is available (Fig. 14). The
scrambler may be installed in a unaccessible place, e.g. the
trunk of a car. All operations can now be performed at the
remote control box (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14 Remote Control
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For full duplex operations two GRETACODERS 101/102 are needed on
both sides (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 Ouplex Radio Links

2.3.2 Operation over AM and HF-SSB Radios
The GRETACODER 101/102 is well suited to operate over modern
HF-radios. The conditions that should be fulfilled by the radio
are basically the following:
Audio Bandwidth: 300 Hz to 2.4 kHz min.
Frequency offset: max. 50 Hz
Modern, crystal controlled or synthesized transceivers usually
meet these requirements. For a satisfactory scrambled operation
the selected radio channel should have a good clear intelligibilty
and be free of CW or FSK signals.
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3 . A P P L I C AT I O N S
In case of any particular applications, please submit your
problem to GRETAG. Our application engineers will propose to
you the appropriate optimal solution.
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